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**h**

- Mnemonic: “huffing horse”
- Continuous sound

I see a huffing horse.
d

- Mnemonic: “digging dog”
- Stop sound

That dog is digging a deep hole in the garden.
Lesson 26

Mnemonic: “on the chair”
Continuous sound

The cat is sitting on the chair.
Lesson 27

C

- Mnemonic: “kick the can”
- Stop sound

How far can you kick the can across the playground?
k

- Mnemonic: “kick the can”
- Stop sound

How far can you kick the can across the playground?
_ck

- Mnemonic: “kick the can”
- Stop sound

How far can you kick the can across the playground?
all
all
b

- Mnemonic: “batting the ball”
- Stop sound

I don’t want to see anyone batting a ball by a classroom window.